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ABSTRACT
Fagin, Maxwell H. MS, Purdue University, December 2015. Payload Mass Improve-
ments of Supersonic Retropropulsive Flight for Human Class Missions to Mars. Ma-
jor Professor: Michael J. Grant.
Supersonic retropropulsion (SRP) is the use of retrorockets to decelerate during
atmospheric flight while the vehicle is still traveling in the supersonic/hypersonic
flight regime. In the context of Mars exploration, subsonic retropropulsion has a
robust flight heritage for terminal landing guidance and control, but all supersonic
deceleration has, to date, been performed by non-propulsive (i.e. purely aerodynamic)
methods, such as aeroshells and parachutes.
Extending the use of retropropulsion from the subsonic to the supersonic regime
has been identified as an enabling technology for high mass humans-to-Mars architec-
tures. However, supersonic retropropulsion still poses significant design and control
challenges, stemming mainly from the complex interactions between the hypersonic
engine plumes, the oncoming air flow, and the vehicle’s exterior surface. These in-
teractions lead to flow fields that are di cult to model and produce counter intuitive
behaviors that are not present in purely propulsive or purely aerodynamic flight.
This study will provide an overview of the work done in the design of SRP sys-
tems. Optimal throttle laws for certain trajectories will be derived that leverage
aero/propulsive e↵ects to decrease propellant requirements and increase total useful
landing mass. A study of the mass savings will be made for a 10 mT reference vehicle
based on a propulsive version of the Orion capsule, followed by the 100 mT ellipsoid
vehicle assumed by NASA’s Mars Design Reference Architecture.
11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Mars EDL Problem
1.1.1 Historical Background
Mars presents a unique problem in the solar system for the design of entry, descent
and landing (EDL) systems. The problem is mainly due to Mars having an atmo-
sphere only 1% as thick as Earth’s, which impedes the e↵ectiveness of aerodynamic
methods of control and deceleration.
Mars’ more extreme seasonal and diurnal cycles make prediction of the atmo-
spheric properties on the day-of-flight a much harder prospect than with Earth’s
atmosphere. This uncertainty requires high design margins to be assumed early in
the design process. Mars also possesses an atmospheric scale height that is only
slightly greater than Earth’s but has a vertical terrain relief that is 2-3 times greater.
This forces many scientifically valuable landing sites on Mars to be excluded due to
their being located at altitudes that are inaccessible to current landing systems. The
di↵erences between Earth’s and Mars’ atmospheric structure is shown in Table 1.1
and Figure 1.1.
2Table 1.1.
Comparison of relevant EDL parameters on Earth and Mars.
Property Mars Earth Ratio, Mars:Earth
Surface Air Density (kg/m3) .015 1.25 1:80
Surface Air Pressure (atm) .006 1 1:165
Atmospheric Scale Height (km) 11.1 8.5 4:3
Surface Gravity (m/s2) 3.71 9.81 ⇠3:8
Velocity in Low Circular Orbit (km/s) 3.55 7.91 ⇠1:2
(a) Mars. (b) Earth.
Fig. 1.1. Pole-to-pole cuts for Mars and Earth through their highest
terrain feature (Olympus Mons and Mt. Everest). Atmospheric struc-
ture and the location of the Karaman line (edge of space) are shown
on identical scales. Note Mars’ greater atmospheric scale height, and
surface air density 2-3 times higher in the northern vs. southern hemi-
spheres.
3The impact these factors have on the design of Mars EDL systems can be pa-
rameterized by the aerodynamic force that acts on any aerodynamic elements (wings,
aeroshells, control surfaces, parachutes etc.):
FA / qdA / ⇢v2A (1.1)
From Eq. 1.1, it can be seen that for a terrestrial vehicle to achieve identical flight
performance on Mars, the vehicle would need to fly at a ⇠9 times greater velocity, or
have ⇠9 times the e↵ective scale (i.e. ⇠80 times the e↵ective area).
The later solution (increased aerodynamic area) has not been historically practical
due to constraints on launch vehicle fairing size and form factor. Active research is
underway into inflatable aerodynamic deployables (IADs) as a way to address this
problem [1] [2], but the remaining challenges to be overcome with deployment and
control of such systems are significant. These issue are covered in greater detail in
Section 1.1.2.
Given the di culties of increasing aerodynamic area, the former solution (flight at
greater velocities) has been the historical approach to successful Mars EDL systems.
A corollary of this higher velocity is that the landing phase occupies a shorter period of
time than an equivalent terrestrial EDL (even more so due to the e↵ective boundary
of the atmosphere being closer to the surface of Mars than of Earth). The 2012
MSL landing, for example, elapsed a total of only 369 seconds from entry interface to
touchdown [3]. The abbreviated timeline (and need for autonomy given the minimum
20 minute round trip communication delay to Mars) imposes additional di culties in
designing robust Mars EDL systems.
Beginning with the Viking landers in 1976, a total of seven NASA missions have
successfully landed on Mars. The methods employed by these landers during terminal
guidance and touchdown have evolved considerably in the last 40 years, beginning
with simple powered descent (Viking) advancing to airbags (Pathfinder, Spirit, Op-
portunity), and culminating with the most recent sky crane maneuver employed by
the 2012 Mars Science Laboratory (MSL). However, these methods are only employed
in the final seconds of flight, when the vehicle is moving subsonically and within ⇠5
4km of the surface. The entry technologies employed at high altitudes and supersonic
velocities have essentially remained unchanged since the Viking missions. The EDL
architectures of each successful lander to date are shown in Figure 1.2 for comparison.
Note how every one has employed the basic strategy of a 70  sphere cone aeroshell
between 2.65 and 4.5 m in diameter, with a constant angle-of-attack trim, and super-
sonic disk-band-gap parachute deployed at Mach 1.1-1.8, and that none have landed
higher than -1.4 km MOLA altitude. [4].
Fig. 1.2. Critical values of all successful Mars landers to date. Repro-
duced from Edquist et. al [4]
5This approach to EDL, despite its success, has apparently reached its limit with






Where m is the vehicle’s mass, A the aerodynamic area and CD the hypersonic drag
coe cient. A trajectory plot in altitude/velocity space of each successful Mars lander
is shown in Figure 1.3, where the trajectory terminates at the point of parachute
deployment. The ballistic coe cient of each vehicle is indicated as well. All things
being equal, higher ballistic coe cients produce deeper penetration into the atmo-
sphere before decelerating which leads to higher velocities at parachute deployment.
Fig. 1.3. Trajectories flown by all successful Mars missions, with
ballistic coe cient shown in kgm2 . Reproduced from Schoenenberger
et. al [6]. A hypothetical trajectory is also shown for an Apollo
command module on Mars ( =300 kgm2 ), highlighting the problems
that occur when increasing vehicle mass into the feasible range for
small crewed vehicles.
6After the development of MSL’s record breaking 20 m parachute, larger parachutes
have e↵ectively ceased to be a valid option. There is no known way to surpass this
limit while allowing stable parachute deployment at velocities significantly higher than
Mach 1.4 to be guaranteed [5]. In addition, even if larger parachutes can be designed,
a vehicle is essentially incapable of guided flight while under a parachute. Earlier
parachute deployment will thus tend to produce greater wind drift and higher landing
uncertainty, which is incompatible with the higher landing precisions requirements of
future robotic and crewed missions.
1.1.2 Proposed Solutions
Deployables
As discussed in the previous section, the use of inflatable aerodynamic decelera-
tors (IADs) to increase the aerodynamic area of the vehicle without violating launch
vehicle fairing limits is one potential strategy for increasing landing mass. JPL has
successfully flown the inflatable Low Density Supersonic Decelerator (LDSD) demon-
stration vehicle in terrestrial aerodynamic environments analogous to those experi-
enced during Mars EDL [7]. NASA Ames has also developed scale models of the rigid
deployable Adaptive Deployable Entry Placement Technology (ADEPT), though no
flight testing has yet been performed [2]. These strategies both seek to solve the EDL
problem in the same way: By increasing aerodynamic area (decreasing  ) enough
that the vehicle’s terminal velocity will remain within the Viking envelope where
parachutes and conventional terminal descent strategies can be employed.
Low   solutions provide several advantages for the design of the vehicle. For near-
ballistic flight (i.e. no L/D or small L/D), a vehicle’s peak heating rate is proportional
to
p
 , so mass increases associated with the addition of the IAD can be partially
o↵set by a decrease in required thermal protection systems (TPS). The advantages
become even more significant when the IAD is designed asymmetrically, allowing for
a small c.g/c.p. o↵set. The vehicle can then be trimmed at a non-zero L/D, which
7provides the option of a reduced peak g-loading and an even greater mass savings due
to a reduction in required support structure.
Because of these e↵ects, trade-o↵ studies for a medium sized 1-2 mT MSL-heritage
robotic lander and for large 10-20 mT crewed spacecraft have identified deployable
structures as the most mass e↵ective way to increase payload for Mars landing vehicles
[8]. As shown in Figure 1.4, they are able to achieve payload mass fractions in the
30-50% region, depending on the size of deployable employed.
Fig. 1.4. Mass trends resulting from the use of IADs of di↵erent
diameters, demonstrating superior payload performance at all mass
ranges when compared to SRP. Figure reproduced from Steinfeldt et.
al [8]
Propulsion
Propulsive strategies (of which SRP is an example) require the vehicle to increase
the propellant budget beyond that which is already required for terminal guidance and
touchdown. They are thus considerably less mass e cient than deployables, due to
the greater mass penalty associated with higher performance engines, propellant, and
8propellant tankage. Indeed, for low mass payloads, positive payload mass fractions
are impossible to achieve with fully propulsive descent strategies [8] [9]. Propulsive
strategies also typically lead to an increase in the value of   at entry interface due to
the increase in mass without any associated increase in area or drag, and thus lead
to higher terminal velocities and peak heating rates.
1.1.3 Principle Design Tradeo↵: Deployables vs. Propulsion
Despite IADs being far more mass e↵ective than propulsion, the use of deployables
(or any low   strategy) imposes several design compromises:
1. Reduced landing accuracy. Due to the low values of  , the vehicle is much more
susceptible to day-of-flight atmospheric uncertainties and wind perturbations.
Aerodynamic e↵ects become significant at higher altitudes at low  , allowing
errors greater time to accumulate.
2. Greater di culty of control. The articulation of inflatable structures at super-
sonic velocities is an extremely complex aeroelastic problem [1] [10], and the
large aerodynamic area produces higher required control moments, making si-
multaneous control of downrange and crossrange via c.g./c.p o↵sets a di cult
prospect [11].
3. Limited flight envelope of control e↵ectiveness. As with a launch vehicle, ⇢ and
v follow opposite trends as the flight progresses, leading to a maximum dynamic
pressure region in the “middle” of the flight. Aerodynamic control surfaces are
not e↵ective at the tail ends of this region (i.e. during exo-atmospheric flight
and terminal guidance).
Propulsive systems by contrast, despite their mass penalties, present solutions to
the each of the shortcomings of IADs:
91. High landing accuracy. Propulsive systems provide range and targeting control
at any point in the trajectory if required, increasing the system’s robustness to
atmospheric uncertainties, and the possibility of meter level targeting [12] [13].
2. Possibility of 3DOF control of the vehicle in any attitude without any configu-
ration or shape change.
3. No envelope limit of flight control. Controls maintain e↵ectiveness at all phases
of flight, including exo-atmospheric flight and touchdown.
When evaluated against a combination of propulsive strategies, the EDL Systems
Analysis group concluded that these advantages combined to give propulsive deceler-
ation methods the comparable performance to IADs in terms of mission safety and
program risk, even when accounting for the fact that the reduced landing mass may
require smaller spacecraft and multiple landings [10]. The study further concluded
that, as landing mass increased into the 100 mT range, IADs encountered limits
similar to those currently experienced by supersonic parachutes, regardless of  . [14].
As such, propulsive strategies become the most practical solution in situations
that require precision landing. Precision landing is a relatively new requirement of
Mars EDL and has historically been driven by a need to reach specific scientific
targets. Until MSL, all previous missions had flown an entirely unguided trajectory,
with landing ellipse size driven by entry corridor errors and atmospheric uncertainties.
MSL was the first vehicle to employ a small L/D (.24) and bank control to touchdown
at a specific target, but even these strategies only reduced the expected landing error
to 10 km. This degree of error (while a significant improvement on the Viking missions
100 km) is insu cient for most crewed landing mission architectures, which require
the ability to land vehicles near prepositioned assets on the surface (<100 m) [15].





Supersonic retropropulsion contrains complicated interactions between the thruster
plumes and the oncoming flow. The behavior of the interacting flow can be character-
ized by the thrust coe cient, CT . In the context of SRP, the thrust coe cient is not
the performance parameter relating to design of rocket nozzles. It is instead defined
as the force coe cient of the total axial thrust, TA acting on the vehicle, analogous









Where TA is the total axial thrust produced by all engines and q, ⇢ and v are
conditions of the freestream flow. With this definition, the combined aerodynamic
and propulsive forces on the vehicle may be computed from the total axial force
coe cient, CA, which is defined as the sum of the thrust and drag force coe cients.
CA = CTA + CD (1.4)
In a typical launch vehicle or hypersonic aircraft, calculations of CTA and CD
can be performed independently. Conventionally, vehicle aerodynamics are consid-
ered to be functions of attitude, free stream properties and Mach number, but the
operation of the propulsion system is rarely a variable that needs to be considered
for aerodynamic calculations of a conventional rocket (especially in supersonic flight,
where the aerodynamic e↵ects of a rearward facing engine are physically incapable of
propagating upstream to e↵ect the vehicle’s aerodynamics.)
But in the context of retropropulsion, the vehicle is immersed in its own engine
plume and combustion products, and aerodynamic properties (in addition to being a
function of all the factors listed above) also become heavily coupled to the behavior











To complicate matters more, the degree of this coupling is a function of the engine
geometry. This leads to a wide design space where e↵ective wind tunnel studies are
di cult to conduct, and where design level optimization is similarly hard to perform.
1.2.2 Historical Research
The first attempt to study the e↵ects of forward facing propulsion on drag was
made by E.L. Love in 1952 [16]. The primary mechanism of interest in this study was
the shifting of the laminar/turbulent transition point of the boundary layer closer to
the nose, and decreasing the local contribution of skin friction in the boundary layer
around that small region. Since this e↵ect was only found to be relevant at extremely
low thrust coe cients (CT ⇠ 0.01), it was ultimately abandoned as a practical means
of drag reduction (especially since, at such low CT , a greater benefit to the vehicle’s
performance could be achieved by conventionally increasing the total thrust force via
an equivalent rearward facing supersonic jet).
Peterson and McKenzie in 1962 [17] made the first investigation of this phenomena
at CT values high enough to influence the flow properties beyond the boundary layer
in the immediate vicinity of the jet. The motivation was that, given Earth’s thick
atmosphere, aerodynamic deceleration methods were likely to remain the most mass
e↵ective design choice for vehicles returning from space. However, realizing that
most entry vehicles would still required a propulsion system for low velocity terminal
deceleration and touchdown, the investigators set out to determine if this required
propulsion system could be employed at low thrust levels earlier in the flight. The
goal was not to decelerate the vehicle with thrust (since ample deceleration was
available in that flight regime via aerodynamic methods). Rather, the goal of the
propulsion system was to provide a means of significantly modulating the vehicle’s
drag, without introducing the requirements for configuration changes or aerodynamic
control surfaces. Wind tunnel experiments up to Mach 1.9 showed that a grid of four
engines, located near the center of the leading face of a hypersonic blunt body, would
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lead to separation of the bow shock at very low values of CT . This would lead to
a reduction in pressure along the vehicle’s entire leading face, and a corresponding
reduction in aerodynamic drag.
Fig. 1.5. Schlerin images of the vehicle used by Love [16] (top) and
Peterson and McKenzie [17] (bottom). Love investigated the e↵ect on
boundary layer transitions at CT=0 (upper left) and CT<0.1 (upper
right), while Peterson and McKenzie focused on the e↵ects of four cen-
trally located engines thrusting at CT=0 (bottom left) and CT ⇠0.7
(bottom right). Note the significant displacement of the bow shock
in the bottom right frame by almost one body width of the vehicle.
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Even though the engines in this configuration produce a decelerating force in the
same direction as drag, the disruption of drag was shown to occur at su ciently
low thrust levels that the total deceleration experienced by the vehicle was actually
reduced (i.e. dCAdCT  0 for small CT ). The use of a low thrust central engine was
thus identified as an e↵ective way to modulate drag without the di culty of a shape,
configuration or attitude change of the vehicle.
In the following decade, Keyes and Hefner [18] and McGhee [19] expanded the
study of SRP in two ways:
1. By extending the velocity range from Mach 1.9 to Mach 6.
2. By moving the engines to the periphery of the vehicle.
The e↵ect of drag disruption was found to be largely independent of Mach number
above Mach 2, and depended instead only on CT . More significantly, the peripheral
jet configuration was found to produce behavior very di↵erent from the central axial
configuration. While the bow shock was still observed to separate as CT was increased,
the peripheral engines also caused the bow shock to enlarge. Instead of disrupting the
aerodynamic drag, this resulted in an increase in the vehicle’s apparent aerodynamic
area, leading to drag augmentation, provided the CT was low enough to avoid complete
disruption of the bow shock.
In 1970, Jarvinen and Adams [20] performed the most comprehensive wind tunnel
study to date of this phenomena across a wide range of CT values for both axial and
peripheral jets in the NASA Ames 6’x6’ supersonic wind tunnel. The parameters and
ranges studied by Jarvinen and Adams are shown in Table 1.2.2.
This study resulted in the first parameterization of the e↵ect of drag augmenta-
tion that would be useful from a design perspective. Earlier results had seen drag
disruption beginning at very low thrust coe cients. But these new results indicated
clearly that use of peripheral engines could delay the onset of drag disruption to at
least CT ⇠1. The study also evaluated the use of di↵erential thrusting to produce
pitching moments and non-zero angles of attack, concluding that the control moments
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Fig. 1.6. An example result from Jarvinen and Adams [20] with addi-
tional annotations by the author. Curves show the axial aerodynamic
force coe cient on the vehicle as a function of CT (top) and the total
axial force coe cient (thrust + drag) over a smaller range. Note that
CA=0 is defined at zero dynamic pressure. Regions where CA < 0
are explained as regions where the pressure on the leading edge has
dropped under the static pressure of the freestream.
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Table 1.2.
The range of parameters studied by Jarvinen and Adams
Variable Range
Mach 0.40 , 0.60 , 0.80 , 1.05 , 1.50 , 2.00
↵ +9  to -18 
CT 0 - 30
Aeroshell Angle 45, 60 
Number of Nozzles 1 , 3
required to produce the investigated values for ↵ were well within the range of the
peripheral propulsion system being tested.
The work performed by Jarvinen and Adams was directly motivated by a desire to
investigate SRP as a method to enable EDL on Mars for the Viking program. Viking
1 and 2 represented the first completely successful propulsive landings on Mars (after
the failures of the Mars 2, 3 and 7 probes). However, as discussed previously, the
final Viking architecture relied on mainly aerodynamic deceleration via an aeroshell
and disk-band-gap (DGB) parachute. Propulsion was only used in the final ⇠5 km
and ⇠200 m/s of the descent for terminal guidance and touchdown. As such, the
investigation of SRP was never applied to the design of a real Mars lander.
A brief study of another potential SRP concept was made by Grenich and Woods
in 1981 [21] on the use of SRP on the Orbital Transfer Vehicle, which was planned
for use in tandem with the then under design Shuttle/Station concept as a means to
deliver payloads from low Earth orbit (LEO) to a geostationary transfer orbit (GTO).
After launching from the space station in LEO and completing one orbit in GTO, the
OTV was planned to return to LEO by aerobraking at periapsis. SRP was identified
for use in tandem with an inflatable ballute as a way to modulate vehicle drag and
control the aerobraking corridor without a di cult change in vehicle configuration,
geometry or attitude.
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Fig. 1.7. Concept study of the Boeing Orbital Transfer Vehicle em-
ploying SRP as a means of drag modulation during aerobraking. Re-
produced from Grenich and Woods [21]. The quantity “momentum
flux ratio”, as defined in this study is equal to 2CT . Note the almost
complete elimination of drag e↵ects at very low thrust levels.
In addition, the wind tunnel testing performed by Grenich and Woods identified
the potential for SRP to reduce thermal loading via two mechanisms [21]:
1. A reduced radiative heat load produced by the increase in the stando↵ distance
of the bow shock from the vehicle / pCT .
2. Use of combustion gasses with low specific enthalpies compared to the freestream
flow, allowing the plume to “shield” the structure from higher convective ther-
mal loads (later investigations would extend this possibility to even producing
negative thermal loads, depending on freestream conditions and whether recir-
culation regions existed in the engine plume [22] [23] [24]).
The OTV concept was never flown, and focus eventually shifted away from SRP
after the end of the Viking program. Very few studies on the subject were published
during the early Shuttle era of 1980-1995. Modern investigation into the subject only
resumed when Mars again became the focus of exploration in the late 90s.
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1.2.3 Modern Research
SRP has received a reevaluation in the last 15 years as a means to enable higher
landing masses on Mars. As discussed in the previous section, all seven of NASA’s
successful Mars landers to date have employed the same general strategy of landing
on Mars (70  sphere-cone aeroshell + disk-band-gap parachute). The individual mis-
sions have di↵ered only in the size of the aeroshell/parachute and in the strategies
used during terminal guidance and touchdown. However, the recognition that Viking
heritage strategies have a limit of ⇠1 mT (and that human class missions will involve
landing masses of 10-100 mT with a precision landing requirement) has motivated a
search for novel EDL strategies to enable more ambitious mission designs. SRP has
been identified as a plausible candidate.
Analytical models have been developed for a drag augmenting peripheral jet ge-
ometry, but they are typically derived from the results of a single axial jet geom-
etry [25] [26]. This type of model is of limited fidelity at midrange CT where 3D
oblique shocks and other phenomena are present that resist analytical analysis.
Modern wind tunnel investigations into the use of SRP for MSL yielded CFD
simulations that correctly predicted bow shock displacement to within 12% of obser-
vations, as well as confirmed the exclusive dependence on CT values up to Mach 8
experimentally [27], and Mach 30 numerically [9] (although the utility of SRP when
the vehicle is still moving this fast is debatable, as they are typically associated with
exo-atmospheric flight.)
The majority of CFD models of SRP phenomena have also tended to focus on the
central axial engine configuration, given the appeal of the problem’s axial symmetry,
and none have yet sought to capture reacting flow or combustion e↵ects that will be
present in the plume/shock interface [23] [28] [29].
Modern CFD work also delivered some physical insight into the mechanism by
which pressure on the leading face of the vehicle is reduced. According to Cordell [30]:
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Each jet plume acts like an additional surface in the flow field, combin-
ing with the aeroshell shape to create a larger e↵ective obstruction to the
freestream supersonic flow [...] Nominally, the obstruction seen by the
supersonic freestream consists of a vehicle. In the case of SRP, this ob-
struction consists of both the vehicle and the jet exhaust flow, including
the plume structure as well as the turned and decelerated jet flow.
Bakhtian [31] described the mechanism in a slightly di↵erent way:
When the plumes of adjacent engines intersect over the leading face of the
body, the shocks that are set up intersect at an oblique angle, a↵ording a
more e cient recovery of pressure than the single normal bow shock that
would be present in front of a non-propulsive blunt body.
Fig. 1.8. A representation of the 3D shock structure that results from
peripheral jet plume interactions with the bow shock. Reproduced
from Bakhtian and Aftosmis [31].
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The majority of modern work on SRP has focused on CFD modeling of the plume
structure to develop an aero-propulsive model. This is in contrast to the historical
work, which was limited exclusively to wind tunnel testing. The historical and modern
investigations have allowed for the loop to be closed on the design process of an
e↵ective SRP system, as illustrated in Figure 1.9.
Fig. 1.9. An example design process for a vehicle employing SRP. Due
to a lack of computational resources, historical research has focused
mainly on the regions outlined in red. Only in the last 5-10 years has
research begun to investigate the regions in green, which are required
to close the design process.
Only in the last 5 years has the research begun on end-to-end system designs,
including the generation of vehicle/trajectory combinations. Korzun and Braun [32]
built o↵ of the wind tunnel data from Jarvein and Adams and developed the useful
concept of a drag preservation envelope, which allowed SRP trajectories to be visual-
ized in terms of the extent they capitalized on the benefits of drag preservation. The
use of this concept is illustrated in Figure 1.10 and will be discussed further in the
overview section.
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Fig. 1.10. Flight envelops within which drag preservation is poten-
tially possible given an assumed propulsion system and vehicle. Re-
produced from Korzun and Braun [32].
Despite this progress in the field, Korzun and Braun also concluded in an earlier
study of past investigations that the state of the art in SRP was still lacking in five
critical fields [8]:
1. Configurations with nozzles at the body periphery.
2. Aerodynamic interactions on slender body vehicle geometries.
3. Aerothermal e↵ects caused by exhausting combustion products into the shock
layer.
4. Uncertainties in scaling wind-tunnel results to flight systems.
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5. Validated computational fluid dynamics approaches.
1.2.4 Flight Heritage
On the development side, SRP received a full scale flight test in April of 2013
with the launch of the SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket, which delivered the CRS-3 Dragon
spacecraft to the International Space Station.
As part of the e↵ort to develop the Falcon 9 into a fully reusable launch system
(and to obtain experience applicable to Mars EDL) the first stage of the F9 (dry mass
⇠25 mT) was designed to arrest its downrange velocity after staging, and execute a
propulsive touchdown at a selected site via a series of controlled SRP burns. During
the CRS-3 launch, the first stage was planned to execute a “soft splash down” in the
Atlantic in preparation for a drone ship landing and return to launch site on future
flights.
After launch and staging, the first stage performed a three engine burn at condi-
tions which equated to a CT of ⇠8 (conditions associated with large shock disruption,
and minimal drag preservation). The vehicle was then able to transition to terminal
guidance and arrest its velocity at the ocean’s surface at a preselected splashdown
zone. Following flights that year eventually demonstrated the ability to navigate to a
⇠20m target zone on an automated recovery ship stationed ⇠300 km downrange of
the launch site, without the use of parachutes or any other aerodynamic decelerators.
At the time of this writing, other factors have prevented the vehicle from executing
the final phase of touchdown, causing the vehicle to lose control in the final seconds
of flight and crash onto the recovery barge. But the flights of the F9 have still
demonstrated that fully propulsive landing strategies can produce precision landing
targeting in a way that deployables are not likely to accomplish in the near future.
And while details on the resulting e↵ects of SRP on aerodynamic performance are
not publicly available, the expected qualitative e↵ects of axial engines on the bow
shock structure have been observed in flight, as shown in Fig. 1.11
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Fig. 1.11. Mid-infrared still shots of the plume structure surround-
ing the reentering Falcon 9 CRS-4 first stage, taken from the NASA
WB-57 chase plane operating at 50,000 ft. Colors are proportional
to temperature. Note the predicted increased bow shock stando↵ dis-
tance at higher CT . The approximate orientation of the vehicle in
each frame is shown for reference. Full tracking video available at
NASA.gov YouTube channel, “Commercial Rocket Test Helps Prep




Previous SRP optimization studies that include aero/propulsive interactions have
mostly focused on vehicles with high T/W (3-5) and defined a wide range of CT where
drag was said to be “preserved” (1-3) [32]. The investigations have also typically
focused on constant thrust modeling [14]. And when investigations have focused on
the use of throttling, they have done so in the context of maintaining constant T/W
ratio as propellant is consumed, rather than a CT that would necessarily produce
maximum drag preservation [9] [10]. At present, no studies have been identified
that employ optimal throttling combined with lift modulation to maintain peak drag
augmentation while passing through the SRP envelope.
The assumption of constant thrust is commonly made due to the propulsion system
of choice for Mars landers being LOX-methane [25]. Although no flight tested LOX-
methane propulsion system exists yet with su cient thrust [25], methane is easy to
produce from the Martian atmosphere [33], and so is likely to be the propellant of
choice for a future Mars transportation system which utilizes ISRU to refuel and
relaunch. But like most large cryogenic liquid bi-propelant systems, LOX-methane
engines are typically not capable of deep throttling (defined as able to reach <70%
full thrust capacity) without an unacceptable reduction in Isp. The limit stems from
the di culty of standard injector designs to achieve adequate propellant mixing over
a range of operating conditions [34]. This has limited past studies of LOX-methane
propulsion systems on Mars to a narrow range of performance near their full rated
thrust or to assume a large number of engines that can be shut down as the vehicle
gets lighter to achieve the same e↵ect [10] [13]. Constant full thrust is also typically
assumed due to reduced thrust leading to longer burn times, which leads to higher
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gravity losses and higher propellant requirements, leading to a presumably suboptimal
solution.
However, the assumption of a LOX-methane propulsion system is suspect for early
crewed missions to Mars. The first spacecraft to land humans on Mars is not likely to
be a “full-up” design where the functions of landing, surface habitation and relaunch
are embodied in a single vehicle. Such a vehicle would likely have a TMI mass
that is too large for an early crewed Mars exploration program to e↵ectively launch
[35]. While the author has no doubt that such enormous multi-purpose vehicles will
one day provide regular transportation between Earth and Mars, early crewed Mars
architectures are much more likely to adopt a more economical modular approach
to vehicle design, where the roles of transit, landing, surface habitation, and return
to Earth are served by separate vehicles, each one optimized to the requirements
of its particular mission segment. The advantages of this modular approach are
what led to the selection of the Lunar Orbit Rendezvous architecture for the Apollo
program, and a majority of human class Mars architecture studies have made this
assumption as well, splitting between 10-120 mT of equipment between 2-10 separate
landed segments [15] [35]. Thus, even if the design decision is made to employ LOX-
methane/ISRU propellant production on early crewed missions, such a decision is not
likely to impact the design of the dedicated landing vehicle, which will not be required
to refuel on Mars or returning to orbit.
In addition, due to the fact that the storage of cryogenic LOX-methane is unlikely
to be practical for a 6-8 month transit to Mars, the full capacity of a LOX-methane
based systems will probably not be realized until a Martian infrastructure of orbital
propellant depots and surface factories exist to enable refueling after Mars orbital
insertion but before EDL.
In light of these factors, the first vehicles to land humans on Mars may instead
employ mono-propellant or non-cryogenic hypergolic bi-propellant based propulsion
systems. Such systems have flight heritage as terminal propulsion and guidance for
the Apollo Lunar lander and every successful robotic lander on Mars to date. Mono-
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propellants and hypergolics have inferior performance to LOX-methane systems (with
an Isp of ⇠240 s vs. ⇠360 s). However, they have the advantage of being storable
during long transits and (of relevance to this study) o↵er the possibility of extremely
deep throttling without a significant reduction in Isp. This allows the vehicle to access
very low values of CT where drag preservation occurs and do so over a wider range of
flight conditions. This study will assume a capacity for deep throttling down to 10%.
This is the limit achieved by the Apollo lunar descent propulsion system, and the
limit which has been assumed in previous studies for terminal guidance and control
via shutting down multiple engines. The study will then seek to answer the following
questions:
1. What propellant savings are produced due to the presence of optimal deep
throttling for maximum drag preservation?
2. What gravity losses are endured as a result of the extended burn duration?
3. Do trajectories exist where drag savings outweigh gravity losses?
4. What design compromises would be implied by these trajectories?
2.2 Assumptions
2.2.1 Equations of Motion
SRP trajectories often involve extended flight at low flight path angles, close to
the surface [32]. This leads to extended flight times and longer downrange distances.
As such, the planet is modeled as ellipsoidal and rotating for maximum accuracy.
Due to the proximity of many SRP trajectories to the surface, the planet’s shape was
defined to a higher fidelity from 3D elevation data taken from the Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter library. This allows typical terrain clearances to be computed for various
approach trajectories at various landing sites. When terrain factors are included,
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altitudes may be reported in this study as altitude above ground level (hAGL) or
altitude above the datum/mean sea level (hMSL)1.
As stated previously, one of the main advantages of SRP is the degree of control
it provides over landing site selection and terminal guidance. Unlike parachutes and
aerodynamic deceleration methods, SRP provides options for maneuvering in any
direction at any point in the trajectory [10]. Methods have been developed that
employ combined bank and angle-of-attack modulation for increasing landing altitude
and touchdown mass, although these methods have frequently assumed thrust levels
so high as to negate any aerodynamics [36] [37]. For maximum generality (and to
avoid excluding the use of any of these alternate strategies for energy management
and targeting) the derived SRP control laws will include all options for bank, angle
of attack and lift modulation.
Thrust vectoring has also been identified as an essential tool for divert, terminal
guidance and touchdown when aerodynamic loads can no longer be used for stabi-
lization, reducing the propellant mass fraction by as much as 30% [12] [36]. But in
the vehicles typically evaluated for the use of SRP, the nozzles are recessed into the
body, and cannot be vectored. An e↵ective thrust vectoring can be accomplished by
di↵erentially throttling engines on opposite sides of the vehicle, but such a strategy
limits the engines availability for providing the required control moments and atti-
tude control at the same time. The compromise assumption will be made here that
the net thrust vector angle ✏vec is always small enough to be ignored but that the
orientation of the vehicle is unconstrained at any point when the engines are firing.
The coordinates used in this model are presented in Figure 2.2.1.
Under the conventions given in Figure 2.2.1, the 3D equations of motion can be
defined as given in Vinh, Busemann and Culp [38]:
1By convention, (at least until Mars has a mean sea level again) the zero elevation datum on Mars
is defined as the point where the year long average atmospheric pressure is 612 Pa, corresponding
to the pressure at the triple point of water. The datum is thus functionally identical to the altitude
on Mars above which liquid water cannot exist on the surface year round.
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Fig. 2.1. Definitions of the relevant coordinates in the trajectory plane (left) and inertial planet reference
frame (right). A single central jet geometry is shown for simplicity. For multiple jet geometries, the thrust
angle ✏ is defined relative to the net force of all combined engines. Planet coordinates figure reproduced from
Vinh, Busemann and Culp [38], rendering of Orion retrieved from nasa.gov.
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States:
r : Distance from planet’s center of mass
s : Downrange from point of entry interface
v : Velocity relative to planet’s surface




m : Vehicle mass
Controls:
↵ : Angle of attack
  : Bank angle
✏ : Thrust angle
T : Total axial thrust force magnitude
Other:
g : Local acceleration due to gravity magnitude
!p : Angular rotation rate of planet (rad/s)
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The terms FT and FN are the combined aerodynamic and propulsive forces tangent
and normal to the velocity vector, and are defined by the relations:
FT ⌘ T · cos(✏) + FD = T · cos(✏)  12⇢v2ACD · p(CT ) (2.9)
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FN ⌘ T · sin(✏) + FL = T · sin(✏)  12⇢v2ACL · p(CT ) (2.10)
FD and FL are modified in this formulation by an aerodynamic preservation parame-
ter, p(CT ), which varies from 1 to 0, and quantifies the fraction of aerodynamic e↵ects
that are preserved at any given CT .
2.2.2 Model of Planet/Atmosphere
The planet is assumed to be rotating, with elevation data produced from the Mars
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA). MOLA elevation data was collected from the Mars
Global Surveyor website at 15 arcmin resolution (14 km at the equator), and mapped
to the reference ellipsoid as described by Smith et al [39]. The elevation data for the
planet is shown in Figure 2.2.2. The planet properties used in all simulations are
given in Table 2.1:
Table 2.1.
Values for Mars used in all simulations
Property Value
Mass 6.4169·1023 kg
Equatorial Radius 3396.2 km
Polar Radius 3379.4 km
Sidereal Day Length 88775.2 sec
The standard method for engineering analysis with Mars’ atmosphere involves the
use of numerical global reference atmospheric models, such as MarsGRAM [40], to
produce predictions accounting for seasonal and diurnal cycles, as well as regional
climate factors. The standard design approximations of an exponential/isothermal
atmosphere is considerably less accurate than on Earth, since Mars’ atmosphere un-
dergoes an annual ±20% change in pressure and density due to the complete subli-
mation of the south pole during the southern summer [41]. For the density regime
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Fig. 2.2. The MOLA terrain data, captured by the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft. Elevations converted
to show elevation in km above the reference ellipsoid.
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present in Mars’ atmosphere, the speed of sound is not a function of gas density.
Since precise estimates of atmospheric density are not essential, a standard exponen-
tial model with a yearly average pressure and density are assumed. But as Mach
number is sensitive to temperature, a piecewise linear temperature model based on
averaged Viking and Pathfinder data was used [41]. The local speed of sound at each







All assumed atmospheric values are given in Table 2.2, and shown in Figure 2.3:
Table 2.2.
Atmospheric properties used in all simulations, taken from [41]
Property Value





P0 611.7 Pa (.6% atm)
Hscale,surf 11.6 km
Surface Lapse Rate -1.3 Kkm
Isothermal Above 70 km
Dust ⌧ 0
Winds None (Atmosphere Rotating with Planet)
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Fig. 2.3. The properties of the assumed atmosphere. Model runs from
-8.5 km to 100 km.
2.2.3 Reference Vehicle
The reference vehicle was assumed to be an Orion derivative capsule, with a wet
mass at entry interface of 10 mT ( = 340 kg/m2). Aerodynamic data at all angles of
attack were available for Mach 6 and known to be valid ±5% down to Mach 1.5 [42].
Aerodynamic forces at Mars at velocities lower than this are small enough to be
neglected since flight during transonic and subsonic phases will be dominated by high
thrust terminal guidance burns. In this state, dynamic pressure is low enough (and
CT is high enough) to negate drag completely. A Mach dependent drag model is thus
not implemented. Assumed aerodynamic curves and drag polar for the Orion vehicle
are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5:
The Orion capsule is not currently equipped with a descent propulsion system, but
a theoretical propulsion system composed of 8 peripheral SpaceX SuperDraco engines
was assumed on the vehicle. Assumed performance properties of the SuperDracos are
given in Table 2.3
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Fig. 2.4. Mach 6 wind tunnel data for the Orion spacecraft, retrieved
from [42]. Data have been shifted from reported ↵ such that ↵=0
corresponds to ballistic flight with the heat shield oriented normal to
the stream (standard Orion aerodynamics are reported in the launch
abort configuration, 180  out of phase with the data shown here).
Fig. 2.5. Mach 6 drag polar of the Orion capsule. Dots shown at 1 
increments up to Max L/D at ±53 .
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Table 2.3.
Assumed values for a hypothetical SuperDraco based Orion propul-
sion system, reproduced from SpaceX’s commercial website. [43]
Property Value
Propellant N2O4 + Hydrazine




2.3 Aero/propulsive Interaction Model
For a vehicle with a single central engine, the aero/propulsive model is relatively
simple. At extremely low CT values, the engine plume disrupts the bow shock and
increases its stando↵ distance from the vehicle. The e↵ect is to almost immediately
negate any aerodynamic e↵ects on the vehicle and permit the trajectory to be mod-
eled as governed exclusively by thrust. Since the goal of this study is too preserve
aerodynamic drag as much as possible, the central engine configuration will not be
analyzed. Instead, the focus shall be on the peripheral engine configuration, where the
onset of drag disruption is delayed until a much higher CT range, as shown previouslly
in Figure 1.6.
2.3.1 CT E↵ects
Based on the wind tunnel testing performed by Jarvinen and Adams [20], Korzun
and Braun applied an piecewise linear curve fit of the drag preservation [44]. How-
ever, this model did not provide parameters that would be useful for evaluating a
tradeo↵ such as engine cant angle vs. degree of drag preservation. In this study, the
aero/propulsive interaction model will be characterized as a smoothed step function
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with two design parameters: CT50 (the CT value at which the ballistic drag coe cient
has been reduced to 50% of its zero thrust value), and donset, the disruption onset
rate at CT50. For a given engine configuration, these parameters can be determined
by CFD or wind tunnel analysis. The results is a drag preservation function of the





An example of the function is shown in Figure 2.6 along with the piecewise drag
preservation model assumed by Korzun and Braun. The quality of the fit is hampered
by a lack of data provided by Jarvinen and Adams.
Fig. 2.6. Comparison of the piecewise linear drag preservation func-
tion used by Korzun and Braun (blue) and in this study (black). The
curve is characterized by only two design parameters, CT50 and d.
Example curve is shown for the three nozzle 60  sphere cone shown
in Figure 1.6
Better insight can be provided into this model by use of the CFD data for a 70 
sphere cone produced by Bakhtian and Aftosmis [45], which performed CFD studies
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at nozzle cant angles ( ) and radial positions (rnc) shown in Table 2.3.1 and Figure
2.7:
Table 2.4.
The range of parameters studied by Bakhtian
Varriable Range
CT 0.5 , 1.0 , 3.0 , 6.0
rnc 0.20 , 0.50 , 0.80
  (deg) 0 , 30 , 45 , 60
Fig. 2.7. The nozzle geometries examined by Bakhtian and Aftosmis.
Reproduced from [45]
The CFD results of Bakhtian and Aftosmis reproduced both the drag negation
and drag augmentation e↵ects as a function of nozzle geometry. The results are shown
in Fig.2.8, along with this study’s proposed best fit parametric model provided by
Eq. 2.13. The model is poorer fit at larger cant angles, but does reasonably agree
with the drag augmentation e↵ect at low cant angles.
The parametric fit for both design parameters is shown in Figure 2.9. As expected,
the closer the thrusters are to the perimeter of the vehicle, the higher the value of
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Fig. 2.8. The drag CFD results at various nozzle locations and cant
angles, reproduced from [45]. Best fit curves for the form provided
from Equation 2.13 are included by the author as the dotted lines.
both CT50 and d. Increasing the cant angle angle produces a similar e↵ect, through
the e↵ective axial thrust is decreased due to cosine losses. The reference vehicle is
assumed to have the drag preservation function for an Orion wall angle of 35 , which
had values CT50=1.5 and d=52.
Given this drag preservation model, the total value of CA may be found via:




Fig. 2.9. Planes of best fit for the design
Given the course nature of existing wind tunnel data, previous models have de-
fined drag preservation as occurring at any CT range 1-3, with peak preservation at
⇠1. However, by di↵erentiating Eq. 2.13 with respect to CT , the CT for maximum
deceleration can be computed, given only a the design parameters CT50 and d, as




CD0 · ln(d) · dCT CT50⇣
d(CT CT50) + 1
⌘2 = 0 (2.14)
0 = 1 +




















For the three nozzle results shown in Fig. 2.7, the curve fit values of CT50 = 1.5
and d = 52, yield an optimal CT of 1.17. This computed optimal is slightly above
but still in agreement with the literature assumed value of 1.0.
2.3.2 Gravity Losses
Gravity losses are incurred whenever a vehicle is producing a propulsive  V with
a component parallel to a gravity field. They represent the propulsive capacity which
is being “wasted” to keep the vehicle from descending, instead of producing the
desired change in the vehicle’s velocity. For a vehicle following a gravity turn, gravity
losses are easy to compute since thrust/acceleration is always oriented parallel to the
vehicle’s velocity. Equation 2.17 shows the computation of gravity losses for a vehicle




g0 · sin( )dt (2.17)
For a vehicle with unconstrained thrust vector ✏, Equation 2.17 must be modified





g(t) · sin(✏   ) (T )dt (2.18)
Here, tEI is the absolute time at entry interface, tTD is the time at touchdown, and
  is a function that returns 0 when thrust is zero, and 1 when thrust is non-zero. The
  function is necessary due to the computational artifact that a zero thrust vector is
defined as still having a non-zero thrust angle, since ✏ has been constrained to ↵+180 
in this simulation. The   function prevents these zero thrust points from contributing
to gravity losses. The strength of gravity is also evaluated at the vehicle’s location at
t, rather than assumed to be the constant g0.
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2.3.3 ↵ E↵ects
Jarvinen and Adams’ [20] wind tunnel experiments included tests at non-zero an-
gles of attack. Unfortunately, the use of three axial nozzles (instead of a symmetrical
configuration of 4, 6 or 8) leads to non-symmetrical results for positive vs. negative
values of ↵. At negative ↵, one jet is located on the windward edge, and two are lo-
cated on the leeward edge (and vice versa for positive ↵.) This leads to the behavior
shown in Figure 2.10 where turning a single jet into the flow (negative ↵) produces
behavior similar to the single engine configuration (a rapid disruption of drag in the
region surrounding the jet). Tipping two jets into the flow, by contrast, leads to
increased drag augmentation when the jets reach an angle normal to the flow. This
asymmetry is absent from symmetric jet configurations [46]. The conclusion of these
wind tunnel studies is that drag disruption is independent of ↵ for small ↵ provided
a symmetric jet distribution is employed (4, 6, 8 jets etc.).
2.4 Optimal Thrust Law for Minimum Propellant Deceleration
The optimal thrust law for SRP can be determined by investigating the shape
of the SRP envelope described by Korzon and Braun, shown in Figure 2.11. The
envelope is bounded by four corners, with edges defined by the criteria given in Table
2.4.
The vehicles is assumed to have full state knowledge about the vehicle’s position
and velocity. This has not been the case on a previous robotic flights (where po-
sition and velocity were obtained via integration of accelerometer data) but it is a
realistic assumption for crewed landings where the vehicle will be landing near pre-
deployed assets, and traveling at a low enough velocity that all air ionization and
radio-blackouts will have passed. Typical SRP envelopes also occur at altitudes un-
der which the ground radar of the type flown on MSL is able to produce accurate
range/rate measurements [47]. The ability to acquire range/rate information from
two pre-deployed radio beacons of su cient baseline (such as one at the target, and
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Fig. 2.10. Reproduction of wind tunnel data from Jarvinen and
Adams, showing a lack of drag preservations sensitivity to ↵ when
multiple jets are on the leeward side, but higher sensitivity when
located on the windward side. The assumption is made that ↵ insen-
sitivity will occur for small ↵ in both directions provided the thruster
distribution is symmetric.
one in orbit) and from radar altimetry is theoretically su cient to establish complete
state knowledge.
2.5 Reference Trajectory
The vehicle was given entry interface conditions identical to MSL. A flight con-
troller was implemented with an update rate of 1 Hz. The controller flew the vehicle
in a series of flight modes, while monitoring the flight states and transitioning to the
next flight mode when conditions were met. Each flight mode is briefly discussed
here, and the controller logic is shown in Figure 2.12.
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Fig. 2.11. Reproduction of an SRP envelope for a 500 kgm2 ballis-
tic vehicle with a LOX-methane propulsion system and a T/Wmars
throttling profile varying from 2.0 to 4.25. Dotted lines indicate lines
of constant Mach.
Table 2.5.
Criteria conventionally used to define the envelope boundaries shown
in Figure 2.11. In this study, the dynamic pressure limits are redefined
as the pressures at which is is possible to thrust at the calculated
optimal CT subject to throttle depth limits.
Side Condition Details
AB qd,min Dynamic pressure associated with CT = 1
BC Mamax Maximum Mach number for safe SRP ignition.
CD qd,max Dynamic pressure associated with CT = 3
DA hmin Minimum safe acceptable clearance from terrain features
2.5.1 Keplerian
The vehicle was flown in a classical Keplerian path until the sensed atmospheric
acceleration rose above a threshold of .05g’s. This section was included since proposed
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crewed EDL strategies require hyperbolic arrival velocities of 8.3-10 km/s, which is
considerably higher than MSL’s 5.6 km/s [48]. To reduce VEI to a more manageable
level, many architectures employ aerobraking into a high elliptical orbit before EDL.
This Keplerian phase was included in the control history to allow this option if desired.
2.5.2 Ballistic
Once the atmosphere had been sensed, the vehicle is transitioned to a non-
propulsive ballistic state. The heating rate was tracked from the Sutton-Graves
heating law, shown in Eq. 2.19, with a kq of 1.903·10 4 pkg/m, assuming the nose
radius of the vehicle to be 6.1 m at low ↵. Values of the Orion heat shield shoulder
(rn= .25 m) are assumed later at high ↵ (> 25 ), but these did not result in the






If a peak heating violation was detected, the trajectory was triggered to restart
with a lower velocity, although this feature was never used if the vehicle was initialized
with MSL’s entry interface conditions. Violations of MSL’s peak heating maximum
(⇠80 W/cm2) [49] were not seen to occur unless VEI was artificially increased to 7.9
km/s. This tradeo↵ was not investigated in further detail in this study, since all SRP
takes place long after peak heating and peak deceleration have occurred. For all
reported trajectories, the vehicle was assumed to be able to achieved a VEI of 5.6
km/s via some method not explored in this study (such a low energy transfer, or
aerobraking).
If a peak g-loading violation was seen to occur, the trajectory was reset with a
lower FPA. No violations of the assumed limits for a microgravity deconditioned crew
(5 g’s sustained) were observed for an FPA of -11.75  (slightly shallower than MSL’s
-14.5 ). Again, no further study was performed on this tradeo↵, as it does not a↵ect
the performance of the SRP phase of the trajectory. No g-limiting or heat limiting
turns are performed during the SRP phase of the flight.
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2.5.3 Max Lift
During the ballistic phase of flight, the vehicle predicts forward from every time
step to determine when a pull up maneuver should begin in order to level out at a
desired altitude without violating the peak g-constraint. As soon as the controller
detects zero di↵erence between the required maneuver time and present time, it tran-
sitions to the AOA of max CL, and remains in this state until arriving at the specified
terminal altitude of the pull up maneuver.2
2.5.4 Level Glide
The vehicle maintains a trimmed ↵ required for non-propulsive level flight, and
begins monitoring its speed. It is during this time that a downrange/cross range
predictor/corrector can be employed for precision landing (as was demonstrated on
MSL). Finer targeting can take place after/during the SRP phase of flight, but the
extended duration of this period makes it likely that further control will need to be
applied to prevent drifting from the landing zone due to atmospheric errors.
2.5.5 Level Powered Flight
Engaging the propulsion system while the vehicle is capable of maintaining level
flight is unnecessary. Once it comes close to its stall velocity however, the vehicle will
become unstable and the required control moments may become too high to achieve
without the use of propulsion systems. To provide a margin of safety against such loss
of control, the vehicle transitions out of level glide when the detected velocity falls
below 1.05Vstall. Depending on the maximum thrust rating of the propulsion system,
the vehicle may reach its stall speed before arriving at the SRP envelope (where drag
2Due to the lower required control moments, lift modulation is typically achieved during re-entry
via modulation of bank angle, not angle of attack. While angle of attack modulation is the assumed
mode of control in this study (so bank angle can remain free for cross range control) it can be
considered as a proxy for bank angle modulation or roll reversal maneuvers, with the understanding
that there will unaccounted for cross range errors introduced.
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preservation is possible). If this occurs, the vehicle engages its engines at a g-limiting
burn until it reaches the SRP envelope. With the control authority provided by the
thrusters, it then re-trims at a smaller ↵, as the force to maintain altitude is now
being provided by the propulsion system instead of aerodynamic lift. The longer
this phase lasts, the greater the gravity losses incurred as some of the thrust must
be applied vertically to maintain altitude (aerodynamic forces are inadequate at this
point, due to both being beneath stall speed and a CT being high enough to negate
what aerodynamics are present.)
2.5.6 Level Optimal Propulsion
Once the vehicle enters the SRP envelope, the engines are throttled back to the
optimal value for maximum drag preservation. This transition is what is enabled by
the deep throttling capacity of the propulsion system. If the propulsion system is not
capable of deep throttling, the vehicle may never reach a state where it is possible
to transition away from the maximum thrust condition. As the vehicle continues to
decelerate, the dynamic pressure continues to fall, and the required throttle setting for
maximum drag preservation decreases. When the required throttle setting reaches the
minimum rated output of the engines (10%, assumed for this vehicle), the vehicle is
defined as having exited the SRP envelope and returns to conventional retropropulsion
at g-limited thrust.
2.5.7 Maximum Horizontal Propulsion
After exiting the SRP envelope, the vehicle performs another horizontal burn (no
gravity losses) and arrests its horizontal velocity. The vehicle then transitions to
terminal guidance and targeting. The vehicle is e↵ectively flying in a vacuum now.
The low air density, low velocity, and high thrust coe cients allow convex targeting
algorithms to be used to guide the vehicle to its final target [13].
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2.5.8 Terminal Guidance
No explicit terminal guidance strategy was implemented in this study. Doing so
would require implementing a control strategy during the level flight phase as well,
as there is no guarantee the vehicle will be within propulsive reach of the landing
site at this point without employing targeting control earlier in the flight. Instead,
the vehicle resumes free fall, while employing a forward looking predictor to calculate
when ignition should resume to touchdown at a computed velocity, which is taken up
by the landing gear of the vehicle (assumed to be 1 m/s in this study).
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Fig. 2.12. Flight controller update logic. Flight states color codes to match the trajectory sections shown in Figure 2.13
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Fig. 2.13. An example output of one full SRP trajectory, flown to validate the code. Vehicle’s initial
conditions are identical to MSL, with the exception of FPA, which is slightly shallower to avoid overloading




3.1 Tradeo↵: Conventional SRP vs. Maximum Drag SRP
Ten trajectories were run at altitudes ranging from 1-10 km using both the control
strategy described above and the control strategy where the vehicle simply ignites its
engines at 1.05Vstall, and continues a g-limited burn through the SRP envelope. The
resulting PMF and gravity losses as a function of altitude are shown in Figure 3.1.
Fig. 3.1. Propellant mass fraction (left) and gravity losses (right)
resulting from multiple SRP envelope entry altitudes, for both optimal
SRP employing maximum drag preservation and conventional SRP
employing maximum thrust.
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As expected, the optimal SRP strategy incurs greater gravity losses than conven-
tional SRP (⇠10ms more) due to the engines burning for longer times at lower thrusts.
But the preservation of drag deceleration outweighs the gravity losses, requiring ⇠4%
less propellant than conventional SRP thrusting. This would allow an increase in
payload by 400 kg for this reference vehicle.
Higher ignition altitudes require more propellant for both methods, as the vehicle
is traveling through thinner portion of the atmosphere and must achieve more of its
deceleration via thrust. However, at higher altitudes the SRP corridor spans a wider
range of velocities, which implies a greater relative fraction of the deceleration would
occur within the SRP envelope at higher altitudes. This e↵ect is observed as a small
but detectable additional advantage of 0.5% PMF between the two methods at 10
km vs. 2 km.
3.2 Tradeo↵: Propellant Savings vs. L/D
The Orion reference vehicle has a peak L/D of 0.63. This is high compared to
Apollo or MSL, which had L/D values of 0.35 and 0.23 respectively. A range of
trajectories were flown with the optimal throttling, and the maximum value of CL
was reduced to produce a peak L/D of 0.50, 0.35 and 0.25. Each vehicle was flown
through the SRP envelope at a range of altitudes, and the resulting PMFs compared.
The trajectories are shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. (Note: In the following
figures, the trajectory always terminates at hAGL=0. But since the downrange is
shifting considerably, the final touchdown altitude shits due to terrain factors. Due
to the short duration of the terminal burn, this has a negligible e↵ect this has on
terminal burn propellant consumption. Only the terrain track of the highest altitude
trajectory is shown.)
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Fig. 3.2. Flight trajectories in 2D and 3D showing the optimal SRP
initiations at altitudes for L/D = 0.65.
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Fig. 3.3. Flight trajectories in 2D and 3D showing the optimal SRP
initiations at altitudes for L/D = 0.50.
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Fig. 3.4. Flight trajectories in 2D and 3D showing the optimal SRP
initiations at altitudes for L/D = 0.35.
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Fig. 3.5. Flight trajectories in 2D and 3D showing the optimal SRP
initiations at altitudes for L/D = 0.25.
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An interesting artifact develops as the vehicle attempts SRP at lower and lower
altitudes: For large L/D at high altitudes, the vehicle is capable of executing a
su ciently rapid pull up maneuver to transfer to level flight before entering the SRP
envelope. At lower altitudes, the vehicle does not begin its pull up maneuver with
su cient velocity margin to achieve level flight by the time the SRP threshold is
crossed. This e↵ective “floor” on the current system could be extended by employing
a controller that allowed the vehicle to follow the g-limit contour until beginning the
pull up maneuver (instead of flying ballistically, as it currently does). However, this
would involve flying inverted lift within 10 km of the ground, which may produce its
own dangers. This option will be addressed in future work, but for now, it creates an
altitude floor that is independent of terrain factors.
Fig. 3.6. PMF resulting from various SRP ignition altitudes for a
range of vehicle L/D values.
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The trajectories indicate that the minimum achievable PMF is a strong function of
L/D, and that low SRP altitudes (i.e. high dynamic pressures) produce more e cient
SRP burns.
Since the vehicle is operating without a guidance algorithm, the landing point
is unconstrained. Adjustments in the altitude of the SRP burn thus allow us to
capture the amount of downrange control authority that would be possible due to
a small change in burn duration. A plot of the downrange traveled from pull up to
touchdown point is shown in Figure 3.7.
Fig. 3.7. Downrange distance travelled as a result of altitude at SRP
ignition, represented by the PMF required to achieve level flight at
that altitude.
From this chart, it can be seen that the final downrange is extremely sensitive to
SRP altitude and burn duration. For example, we can consider a baseline Orion L/D
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and a target burn altitude of 10km. Such a profile would require a PMF of 44% to fly.
By consuming or holding in reserve an extra 1% of the propellant budgeted for the
SRP burn, the final downrange can be shifted by 10 km (the full radius of the MSL
landing ellipse). This indicates that a small amount of propellant can be leveraged
during the SRP phase to accomplish a great deal of downrange (and presumably
crossrange) control authority.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 Immediate Recommendations
The investigation described here has focused on analytical trajectory sections
(level flight, flight at constant rate of descent, etc.) based on insight from the equa-
tions of motion and nature of the aero/propulsive interaction model that strongly
implies what the optimal solution ought to be. However, this “weak” optimization is
far from the best that can be accomplished with state of the art trajectory optimiza-
tion methods.
A future avenue of investigation would be duplication of the work described here
via a pseudo-spectral optimization algorithm, such as GPOPS, or an indirect or par-
ticle swarm optimization method as described in [50] and [51]. For a given objective
function, these methods have demonstrated the ability to produce provably optimal
solutions, although their capacity to do so quickly and at a resolution fine enough for
real time point-to-point navigation is still under development.
The use of hybrid architectures (i.e. both SRP and aerodynamic methods) should
continue to be investigated. Of the nine architectures considered by the EDL sys-
tems analysis working group [10], only one was fully dependent on propulsive landing
methods. The remaining 8 employed some combination of aeroshell or IAD at earlier
phases in the flight when such methods are advantageous. Discrete drag modulation
events, for example, solve some of the targeting problems caused by aerodynamic
methods by jettisoning the decelerating element once the vehicle is determined to
be on target [52] [53]. The sudden increase in   gives the vehicle resilience to at-
mospheric perturbations, but means the transition to high-  flight is determined by
uncontrollable day-of-flight factors. SRP o↵ers a flexible method for continuing the
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deceleration process, since it is capable of energy management at all velocities and
altitudes (though drag preservation may not necessarily be utilized in the gap).
The analysis presented here should be extended to include sensitivity studies on
key variables, such as changes in day-of-flight atmospheric conditions (which for Mars,
as noted, can be quite significant). Linking the SRP trajectory segment described in
this study with an end-to-end Monte Carlo analysis from entry interface to touchdown
would be a more e↵ective way to demonstrate that this method does not preclude the
use of propulsive targeting algorithms described elsewhere in the literature.
4.2 Long Term Recommendations
1. The next Mars lander (the ESA ExoMars, scheduled for arrival in March, 2016)
has a mass at touchdown of only 600 kg and so will employ the traditional
aeroshell/parachute strategy combined with a terminal retropropulsive burn
and crushable carbon landing gear. Following that, NASA’s ⇠840 kg Mars2020
lander will employ a strategy identical to MSL, with the now flight heritage sky
crane. No robotic missions to Mars are currently planned with a mass large
enough to justify the use of SRP, and NASA has yet to release details on the
landing vehicle of their current e↵ort to send humans to Mars by 2035. It is thus
unlikely that SRP will receive any proof of concept or demonstration mission
in a Martian environment for at least another decade.
2. An extensive terrestrial flight testing campaign of any SRP system is recom-
mended as an alternative, in which the vehicle is tested at altitudes and flight
conditions that simulate the Martian atmosphere. Given the demonstrated
flight rate of the much simpler and smaller LDSD vehicle (e↵ective flight rate
for 2014-15 has been one flight per year) a flight testing campaign of a human
scale SRP system is likely to be extremely expensive, unless it can be completed
as a secondary goal to a parallel flight campaign, as is underway with the Falcon
9.
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3. Research into SRP is dependent on wind tunnel data that is almost 40 years old.
This is insu cient for engineering level analysis for an actual flight vehicle. As
human Mars exploration e↵orts progres, the existing data should be validated
and expanded using modern experimental techniques. This will provide an
essential verification dataset for higher fidelity engineering CFD models that
do not at present exist but which will be required to model critical engineering
e↵ects, such as thermal transport, shock-plume interactions and reacting species
analysis from the engine plume.
4.3 Future Work
4.3.1 Controlled SRP Envelope Flight
This study focuses on only the application of two types of trajectories through
the SRP envelope: Horizontal, and unconstrained. However, time within the SRP
envelope can be maximized if the vehicle were to target entering the envelope, not
from the dynamic pressure defined “sides”, but from the the Mach limit defined “top”.
By controlling thrust angle to remain in the corridor, the vehicle could maximize the
 V that takes place in the SRP envelope, and thus maximize the period of time it is
exposed to maximum drag augmentation. Higher gravity losses will result due to the
lower flight path angle, but this study has revealed that the gravity losses incurred
during SRP tend to be small due to the small amount of time spent in the envelope. It
is predicted that drag augmentation benefits will continue to outweigh gravity losses
where the vehicle to spend even more time in the SRP envelope.
4.3.2 Further Application: 100 mT Ellipsoid
The most recent NASA Design Reference Mission (DRM5) [15] investigated the
use of a 10x30m ellipsoidal lifting body to land 100 mT on Mars. The higher ballistic
coe cient of such a vehicle (  ⇠900) suggests that propulsive deceleration will be
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essential to this type of spacecraft, but also suggests that drag preservation as de-
scribed in the previous section is unlikely to be practical. The reference Orion vehicle
possessed a T/W ratio on Mars of ⇠15. A 100 mT vehicle with a similar T/W ratio
would require thrust levels up to ⇠530000 N at full thrust. Besides being beyond
the limits of non-cryogenic liquid propulsion systems, and thus unlikely to possess
the deep throttling capabilities that enabled the previous results, such thrust levels
are likely to be so high that any practical drag preservation will be impossible. How-
ever, an alternate jet geometry has been identified by Cordell [30] for long cylindrical
bodies, which has applicability to vehicles like this.
The maximum CT of a peripheral jet configuration where drag preservation is
possible is fundamentally limited by the diameter of the vehicle and the cant angle
beyond which cosine losses will o↵set the benefits of any possible drag augmenta-
tion. However, CFD work conducted by Cordell [30] has shown that recessing the
engines back from the leading edge of the vehicle can lead to drag preservation up
to arbitrarily high CT , subject only to the constraint that su cient volume remains
behind the engines to accommodate propellant tanks. The general flow field and drag
preservation function is shown in Figure 4.3.2.
A 3D panel code was implemented in this study to produce aerodynamic data on
the DRA5 HL20 vehicle that was not available in the literature (see Figure 4.3.2) but
time was not available to apply the results.
This design represents a radical departure from conventional landing architectures,
but it presents several advantages, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.2. Not only can the
behavior of the bow shock be decoupled from the thrust of the engines, but such
a configuration allows for greater stability and control, since the center of thrust is
located above the center of gravity. This geometry also avoids the dangers of burning
engines close to an unprepared surface that mandated the use of the sky crane on
MSL. If the technology is available for ISRU enabled refueling on the surface, the
configuration is amenable to relaunch of the propulsion module for repeated use.
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Fig. 4.1. Reproduction of Fig. 127 and Fig. 130 from Cordell [30], showing the e↵ects of aft-body located
jets on a cylindrical blunt body. Full leading edge drag preservation is observed in this situation provided the
thrust plumes do not reach far enough upstream to e↵ect the bow shock. Since the engines can be located
as far astern as desired (provided su cient room is left astern of the engines for propellant tankage), drag
preservation can be maintained up to arbitrarily high CT values.
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Fig. 4.2. Hypersonic data generated with a modified Newtonian panel
code and dimensions provided from DRA5. [15]
This geometry presents several advantages for the more advanced “full up” human
exploration architecture, where a single vehicle performs the function of transit, EDL,
surface habitation, and relaunch.
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Fig. 4.3. The logistical advantages of the highly e↵ective drag preser-
vation geometry discovered by Cordell [30]. Advantages include inher-
ent stability at touchdown (unlike the configurations with thrusters on
the leading edge, which require active control for stability), avoiding




Previous work has established SRP as an e↵ective way to provide the targeting re-
quirements of crewed missions, but the mass penalties of the greater propellant re-
quirements are known to be significant (typically reducing the payload by ⇠50% the
value possible if aerodynamic methods such as IADs are employed). But this work
has shown that drag preservation can be used to recover ⇠5% of that loss, espe-
cially if the capacity for deep throttling is available. The degree of improvement over
conventional SRP methods has been shown to be largely insensitive to altitude flown.
Large downrange control has been shown to be available during the optimal SRP
maneuver. By burning just ⇠1% additional propellant during a 10km SRP burn, the
touchdown point can be shifted by over 10 km.
For a fixed SRP altitude of 10 km, an increase in L/D from 0.35 to 0.64 decreases
the PMF from 51% to 44%. For the reference vehicle assumed in this scenario, this
represents a payload increase of 700 kg. This approach allows the tradeo↵ to be
established between propellant mass saved, and the mass penalty of the ballast + c.g.
o↵set + higher L/D. It should be noted that, in this scenario, the vehicle is carrying
4.4 mT of ballast in propellant. The preferential emptying of a single peripheral tank
to 84% would provide the same c.g. o↵set as a 700 kg ballast weight, implying the
possibility that the propellant itself may be used as a method to increase L/D, and
decrease propellant consumption.
This study has shown the use of the two parameter (CT50,donset) drag preservation
model as a way to capture the essential behavior of a peripheral jet system, and
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